NORTH CHESHIRE
Covers Warrington and Vale Royal, including Frodsham, Lymm and Northwich.
Meetings are usually held in the Warrington/Northwich area, with regular surveys of outlying areas.
Beer Festivals are held every year, at Northwich
New members and formerly inactive members are especially welcome.
Branch contacts;
Ray Head
contact@northcheshirecamra.org.uk
John Schooling
chairman@northcheshirecamra.org.uk
Out Inn Cheshire articles or adverts: Jeff Bouch
oiccoordinator@northcheshirecamra.org.uk
If anything of remotest interest is happening in your local, let these guys know!

www.northcheshirecamra.org.uk/
North Cheshire Pub of the Year 2013:
North Cheshire Club of the Year 2013:

Helter Skelter, Frodsham
Barnton Cricket Club

CAMRA DIARY
All Weekday events start at 8 pm unless specified otherwise.
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Mon 10 Mar; Branch Meeting. Warrington Sports Club, Walton
Sat 22 Mar; 6.45pm. 4th Annual Beer-matched Dinner. Helter Skelter, Frodsham
Thur 27 Mar; Moulton Survey. Meet at Lion
Sat 5 Apr;
Trip to Davenham Cricket Club Beer Festival, Details tba.
Thur 10 Apr; Castle, Northwich Survey. Meet at Freemasons
Tue 22 Apr; Branch Meeting. Pickering Arms, Thelwall
Thur 8 May; Hollins Green Survey. Meet at Red Lion
Thur 22 May; Branch AGM. Bowling Green, Northwich
Sat 24 May; ‘Mild Month’ Trip. Details tba.
Tue 3 Jun; Branch Meeting. Cherry Tree, Culcheth
Sat 14 Jun; Trip to 1874 Northwich FC Beer Festival. Details tba.
Thur 26 Jun; Little Budworth Survey. Meet at Shrewsbury Arms
For latest updates visit http://northcheshirecamra.org.uk

15 YEARS IN THE GOOD BEER GUIDE
Recently, two pubs in North Cheshire celebrated 15
consecutive years in CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide; the
Tavern in Warrington and the Barn Owl in Agden
(Lymm).
Both were presented with certificates to mark their
achievements towards the end of 2013.
The Tavern
is mainly a
drinking pub,
no food
being served except bar snacks) while the Barn Owl
is quite food orientated. Quite different pubs; what
have they in common?
They consistently serve fine ales in tip top condition,
nurtured by their caring licensees to ensure the
punter gets the best conditioned beer possible.
Congratulations are due to Allen Wilkinson at the
Tavern and Carl Warburton at the Barn Owl.
And we must not forget all the staff at these pubs who help ensure our real ale is served in
the best possible way.
M T Glass
UNUSUAL ADVERTISING We have seen in these pages some unusual advertising, with
the pub name not mentioned. Many readers will not realise the pub responsible for this,
although whispers are quite widespread.
Travellers on Network Warrington buses may have noticed another form of advertising.
The back of your ticket carries an ad for the Blue Bell (Horsemarket Street, Warrington).
We are shown a picture of the pub and details of the food and live music offerings.
No mention of their real ale though! Anyone noticed any other unusual advertising? M T Glass

DAVENHAM
CRICKET CLUB
Our 3rd Beer Festival is on at the
Cricket Club at Butchers Style
Davenham on Friday 4 April
& Saturday 5 April 2014
Tickets to the event are £5
& included are commemorative glass
& programme.
Up to 20 Beers & 4 Ciders
will be on the bars
For tickets & info please contact
Ged Wright on 07815550513 or
Ian Bentley on 07950272440
for further details.
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THEY ARE SORTING LETTERS AGAIN AT THE PENNY BLACK
After a break of more than 15 years, letters are being sorted again at the Penny Black in
Northwich. Built in 1914 as the Post and sorting office for Northwich and wonderfully converted
by Wetherspoon, its customers are being invited to fill in suggestion forms nominating suitable
beers that locals would like to be sold in the Penny Black. The choice originates from the
Wetherspoon wholesale list, and is left near the CAMRA and ‘postbox’ corner, for people to
consult, and give their suggestions to the management via the specially printed forms.
The idea is the brainchild of area manager, Rich Cripps,
ably supported by Penny Black manager Kevin Murphy
and the staff such as Beverley, seen here. Since last
autumn, beer sales have steadily grown, and the visitor
has a choice of up to ten different real ales.
Rich Cripps said: ‘It makes sense to give the visitor the
opportunity to choose what beer they want to drink, and a
sense of ownership of the pub, The response has been
most encouraging. I shall roll out the idea in all the other
pubs under my control.’
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Kevin Murphy said: ‘The commitment by the regulars and casual visitors has been outstanding.
We have a very knowledgeable clientele in the Penny Black, who travel far and wide to join
us for a decent drink and often a bite to eat as well. We order weekly and have found beers
to satisfy many palates. Among them have been Broadside, Fortyniner, Bishops Finger,
Old Hooky, Exmoor Gold and many more from different parts of the country.
‘We must not forget the LocAle breweries in Cheshire, Merseyside and Greater Manchester
who supply us. There are regular offerings from Phoenix, Moorhouse, George Wright, Allgates,
4T, Peerless, Weetwood, Lymestone and many more.’
It is an interesting experience visiting the Penny Black, with its fabulous architecture and
enormous variety of beer. The management is to be congratulated in giving the customers a
say in the choice of beer.
Guido Bennetto

Cask versus Craft Evening at Kash 22, Frodsham
In November a group of North Cheshire CAMRA members, together with local Frodsham
beer drinkers and a sprinkling of brewers, met at Alex Haycraft’s Kash 22 bar, home of the
Blue Ball brewery, in Church Street. Alex had laid on three beers; his own Blue Ball Indie
Girl (3.8 % abv), Fyne Ales Hurricane Jack (4.5%) and Magic Rock High Wire (5.5%); each
being available as cask from hand pump and by craft/gas pressured dispense. It seemed
that a fair comparison could be made between the styles of beer preparation and dispense.
Blue Ball’s Duncan Williams introduced us to the various shapes and styles of kegs used for
packaging craft beer; it is clear that there is no fixed standard here. After early tastings,
Duncan led us upstairs to the brewery and in an informal way directed the discussion as to
what craft beer actually is. CAMRA members fully understand the nature of our traditional
cask ale, its production and dispense. Equally when we drink and enjoy a good German
pilsner we accept that it’s a chilled, filtered keg beer because that’s the way they typically do
it in Germany, and indeed in most of the rest of the world!
Duncan told us that craft beers generally fall in between these two extremes of cask and
keg. Craft beers are often served unpasteurised, unfiltered and even unfined to reduce loss
of flavour (even fining can produce a slight loss of hop elements in a beer) and the gas used
for beer dispense can originate from the beer’s own fermentation and not from an external
cylinder. Duncan added that brewers themselves often decide which of their beers are best
suited to craft, but agreed that the higher abv, heavily American hopped ones benefit most.

Alex, Crystal & Duncan

And here we have it! Most of Britain’s microbrewers are taking advantage of the current
availability of pungent American and other New
World hops to brew full flavoured beers and
many are adopting the American craft style of
dispense as well as providing cask. Brewers see
that there is a craft market to exploit; a profit to
be made. This market includes the young beer
drinkers who have been weaned from childhood
on cold fizzy coke and who will more readily take
to the chilled, gassy craft beer.
CAMRA cask drinkers will be less easily swayed,
preferring the smoother texture of real ale.

As we moved downstairs to the Kash bar and began sampling our cask and craft versions of
Blue Ball, Fyne Ales and Magic Rock beers (all incidentally American hopped!) in earnest, it
became clear that we preferred the smoother, more flavoursome cask versions of the lower
gravity beers, although some agreed that the 5.5% High Wire provided a more transparent
hop profile in craft form. Further, many drinkers stated that they find craft beers lose flavour
if served too cold when they often throw an unattractive protein chill haze.
We wish to thank Alex, Duncan and bar manager Crystal for providing us with an opportunity
to air our views and to understand more fully the nature of craft ale. Yes, it does have a
much longer shelf life than cask, particularly useful for restaurants and clubs, and the style
can provide ‘not too gassy’, ‘not too cold’ tasty, refreshing hoppy beers when suitably
served. They are not the bland, flavourless keg beers we older CAMRA drinkers remember
from the 60’s and 70’s.
Craft beers extend the choice for beer drinkers at the bar and CAMRA - while promoting
cask ale - also advocates choice. In the meantime most of us will continue to prefer the joys
of our own, typically less expensive national beer called real, cask ale. Will some brewers
take up craft to replace cask, like Brewdog has? Is craft a real threat to cask? We don’t
think so on either count; there’s plenty of drinking space for both styles to run side by side.
For sure the issue of craft versus cask is set to run for some time to come! Alan Durbin
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Sadly Neglected
(This article is based on a comprehensive report by CAMRA member and long time user of
the Bridge Inn in Burtonwood who played a major role in campaigning for its retention as a
pub. It is an example of why an average of 26 pubs a week are closing).
This is a tale of a brewery's neglect of a key asset; customers and pubs. In the price of every
pint that we buy (which is never cheap) some should be spent on maintenance. Breweries
are very good at collecting sizable rents - indirectly paid by the customer - and it is their duty
to maintain their property assets in an acceptable state so the business can continue and
flourish in a sustainable way. The tale of the Bridge Inn and Elm Tree pubs in Burtonwood
is a tale of Marston’s long term neglect and disregard for customers.
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Burtonwood used to have three pubs. The Bridge Inn had been run by the same landlord
for 21 years. A centre for local sports and quiz teams; it was involved in local social and
entertainment activities, served food, consistently sold cask beer and had featured in the
Good Beer Guide several times. It was
simply a wonderful pub, with four public
rooms, and an upstairs function room.
Then came a succession of managers.
The instability seemed to unsettle people
and custom fell. With the arrival of new
tenants in the autumn of 2010 things
seemed to be looking up again.
The Elm Tree also sold good quality cask
ale, often as part of the same business as
the Bridge. The third pub, the Chapel
House, had been a Greenall Whitley house
rarely selling real ale and closed in
November 2012 but fortunately reopened
after renovation work and is currently selling cask ales.
Then the bombshell dropped. On 15 February 2013 it was announced that Marston's were
selling both pubs, and about 400 others. It was not known whether they were to be sold as
going concerns or for alternative use. Both pubs closed and so the village had no pub. On
29 March an enthusiastic young couple moved into the Bridge still with the beers rotating
through the Marston's list. They hoped to have two cask beers on simultaneously, and as
this was the only pub open in the village business seemed hopeful. They did not offer food
because under their contract they might have to leave at very short notice, losing any food
they had stocked and paid for. Marston’s advertised the pubs for sale: Bridge Inn, £320,000;
Elm Tree, £295,000 for which you would have been expecting well maintained fit for purpose
pubs. There was great astonishment in the village when these prices were published.
Dave Cunningham and Alan Griffiths, with the help of several people within CAMRA, started
to prepare a submission for Warrington Borough Council to declare the Bridge an Asset of
Community Value. This forbids demolition of a pub for six months, to give some time for a
buyer to be found. The requirement for 21 signatures of local people in support was easily
exceeded and actually 100 signed. The emphasis was on the Bridge as it had more facilities
and social activities than the Elm Tree and it was unrealistic to try to save both.
The real blow came on 28 December. The landlord was told to keep the Bridge open until
Saturday 4 January. The final night was incredible. A local DJ provided music and the Bridge
was packed to capacity as was the Elm Tree.
Marston's moved quickly to take their stuff on the Monday. Marston's Operations Director for
Disposals, confirmed that the sale contract was signed on Tuesday and then the licensees
of both pubs left the premises and the pubs were fenced off with the windows boarded up by
Tuesday afternoon.

The following day the council confirmed that the submission for ACV status could proceed.
The council had to decide within eight weeks whether to grant an ACV. Locals were hoping,
even at this late stage, that they could find a person or company with the will and the
resources to take over the Bridge. Four breweries and four pub companies were contacted.
Four letters went unanswered and four received negative replies, including one from
Lees Brewery, who had considered the Bridge when it was first advertised for sale.
Unfortunately it has now become clear that after years of structural neglect the Bridge was
suffering from drainage, damp and structural problems and needed a lot of money to restore
it to an acceptable condition.
The new owners are Nichols Ventures Limited, of Altrincham. Together with Alan Healey of
St Helens CAMRA, Dave Cunningham met one of their partners on 28 January. At the time
of writing the new owners are drawing up plans for housing but are in no great hurry. They
would even consider selling (but not leasing) the Bridge if someone offered them enough
money and was willing to take on the necessary renovation, but it would be very difficult to
fund the cost of repairs and still get a
financial return. Several local businessmen
have said it would not be a sensible
business proposition. The only hope now,
it seems, is for someone to have a big win
on the Lottery and so be willing to fund
the re-purchase and the renovation.
So two perfectly viable pubs are to be
demolished and we cannot blame the
property developers who are just looking
for derelict sites to do what they do.
The blame can be put squarely at the feet at the brewers, in this case Marston’s,
who are quite happy to take our money but much less happy to perform their duty
and maintain their assets.

The Freemasons Arms
Chester Road
Castle

THE LOWER ANGEL
HOME OF THE TIPSY ANGEL MICRO BREWERY

Northwich
The Freemasons might not be the
largest pub in Castle but if you want
any or all of the following :-

GOOD
BEER
GUIDE

GREAT REAL ALE
CONVIVIAL AND
KNOWLEDGEABLE
HOST
GOOD COMPANY

this is the place to be seen.
Les has a frequent change of excellent guest ales and
knows how to keep them in top condition.
TRY IT AND SEE.

6 EVER CHANGING REAL ALES
INCLUDING OUR OWN IN-HOUSE
BEERS
Great range of over 60 Malt Whiskies
Friendly welcome from the “A Team”
of
Andy, Andrew & Aidan
27 Buttermarket Street
WARRINGTON WA1 2LY
www.lowerangel.co.uk

GOOD
BEER
GUIDE
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A Pint of Mixed - Stockton Heath 30 Years On
In Stockton Heath some 30 years ago,
only the Red Lion sold cask beer.
All the other pubs in the village (all
owned by Greenall Whitley) were keg
and the Lion survived because it was
favoured by senior management from
the brewery (including the brewers).
If you weren’t prepared to travel, it
was a choice of Mild or Bitter!
Actually, it was slightly better than
that; the third option, “mixed” was
pretty popular in those dark days for
choice. (Note for our younger readers, this is bitter and mild in the same glass. Ed.)
I tended to drink elsewhere, especially as the choice in Warrington pubs started to grow.
The opening of Costello’s prompted me to revisit the village one dark and rainy Monday in
January and what follows is my observations of the changes 3 decades have wrought.
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First call was the London Bridge (technically in Appleton but only just and certainly part of
the village drinking scene). It was humming with over 60 people, many eating. 30 years ago,
this was a keg Greenall’s house but latterly led their alehouse concept. Now a J W Lees
managed house with 6 pumps; four beers were available; Bitter, MPA, The Governor and the
current seasonal ale; Drayman’s Cheer. I have to say that this was the best Lees beer I’ve
had for a long time. The Bravo hops produced a balanced bitterness and it had a lingering
aftertaste with chocolate notes; a good pint to start the evening.
At the Wine Bar a solitary pump served Deuchars IPA too cold to taste properly. I believe
this beer to have declined in flavour with national distribution; a great shame. While the bar
may be packed at weekends, tonight 4 people were hidden in the nooks and crannies.
Next stop the Cape. The 3 pumps offered the widely available Bombardier, Doom Bar and
Greene King IPA. The former was a little warm as I’d clearly got the first out the pump, but
tasted fine. Again the lack of people indicated that the “newer” bars struggle to get early
week trade .
Over the road to the Mulberry Tree (the “Mul”). Bought by Punch from Greenalls it is now
part of their Original Pub Co managed division. This imposing sports-led pub, extensively
refurbished by Greenalls, now looks rather tired. However, it is one of 2 pubs in the village
to retain a public bar. 2 pumps serve Doom Bar and a guest beer (often from Lancaster
brewery) with a third offering cask cider. The guest wasn’t available so I had Doom Bar
which was another great beer (one of the earliest examples of a Golden Ale) but is, sadly
now just run of the mill.
The Red Lion remains at the centre of village life and has changed little over the years and
despite some opening-up, retains several rooms. Sadly, the waitress service in the lounge is
no more. The beer range changed little under Punch, but the recent disposal to Thwaites
has seen a revival with 4 ales from Thwaites and a fifth pump with either a guest beer from a
major regional or one of Thwaites “craft” beers from their micro plant. Tonight it was the
6.5% Old Dan so it had to be a half! A light, smooth, barley wine, this slipped into second
position n my personal favourite beers of the night. Whatever the beer, the Lion has always
thrived and tonight was pretty busy as they set up for the regular weekly quiz.
Last port of call was Costello’s, housed in the former Blockbusters. Having been open for
less than a month, the bar still has to find its local trade but at weekends it gets packed and
noisy as there’s little to absorb the sound. Fortunately, not so crowded tonight and the >>>

>>> seven pumps serve a rotating range of Dunham Massey beers. I ordered the Obelisk
and was pleased to see that it was pulled through the pump before my glass was filled.
It was at this point that the next customer came in and asked for a
pint of mixed. Unfazed, the barman complied as, happily, Costello’s is
the second pub in the village to offer a cask mild. There is even a
choice of 3 bitters to use! It’s also good to see youngsters here trying
the different beer styles (a cask stout is offered) – helped by knowledgeable bar staff and the offer of “tasters”.
So what’s changed apart from an increase in cask beer
outlets and beer choice?
The once omnipresent Greenalls has disappeared
with just the odd memory in etched glass.
Unusually though, the brewery tied house concept
still rules! Whereas, Warrington’s beer choice is driven by the free trade,
it’s actually the 3 tied houses in Stockton Heath that are driving choice.
Only one true guest pump exists and that wasn’t available on the survey night.
So while there were 19 beers from 7 breweries available, there is
very little opportunity for any surprises. However, Regional and Micro
breweries appear to be in rude health.
While Monday night can be a severe test, it was clear that the traditional
pubs remain at the heart of the village’s culture, managing to keep a
good trade all week rather than rely on the weekend throngs.
Beer prices are still fairly reasonable and ranged from £2.40 (at Cape) to £3
at the Wine Bar.
Finally, mild drinkers are served well with both Costello’s and the Red Lion
continuing to serve cask mild regularly.
A pint of mixed please!

The
Crown
Inn

Crown Lane
Lower Peover, Knutsford

GOOD
BEER
GUIDE

Come try our excellent freshly cooked food
and wide range of fine cask ales.
Open 11.30-3, 5.30-11 Mon-Sat, 12-10.30 Sun
Varied specials menu
Food served every day
12 – 2 and 6.30 – 9 (12 – 5.45 Sundays)
Tuesday Quiz (9.30 pm)
e Season
Thursday; Pie Night!
Pub of th r 2009
Summe
tel. 01565 – 722074
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ALL CHANGE ON THE WARRINGTON FRONT
4T’S BREWERY: Brewery Tap
John Wilkinson has taken ownership of the Tavern in Warrington from
brother Allen. A 100 litre brew kit has been installed, to be known as the
‘Two and Nine Brewery’, from 29 Church Street. Trial brews have taken
place, and the old music room is being converted into a Brewery Tap.
Visitors can come to the Tavern, watch Bob brewing, buy the odd bottle
from the Real Beer in a Bottle store, and sit in traditional surroundings of a Brewery Tap.
On the other side of the pub, in the Sports Bar, visitors can experience the delights of a
modern contemporary pub with the cut and thrust of many sporting activities.
The choice of beers has included many new brews from the Midlands, Yorkshire up to the
Scottish Border and down to the South West. John is determined to continue to provide this
variety for the visitor to the Tavern. Young son Matt has taken on the day to day bar
management and plans a mini beer festival in April with beers never before seen in the
Tavern. Full details on the Tavern website.

ALBION REOPENING SOON
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Good news from Battersby Lane. The pub under new management by Pat and Vernon is
near to reopening after the departure of the previous tenants. The bar area has been
completely renovated, and repairs have been undertaken at considerable expense by the new landlady.
The real good news, is that Pat is willing to retain real ale in the
Albion after first planning to concentrate on keg. The real ale
public of Warrington need to support this venture by visiting
and proving to Pat that there is a market for real ale.
Thanks again go to John Wilkinson from the Tavern, and Adrian
Grannell from the Lower Angel who have offered much sound
advice on the care of beer and the cellar area. For more up to
date information go to www.facebook.com/albion.warrington
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9 GALLON, SANKEY STREET, WARRINGTON
Another member of the Wilkinson family, brother Mike Wilkinson, has opened a bar, with an
American theme. Located in Sankey Street, next to Agave Rumbar, opposite Dawson’s
music, it opened in February, with up to eight hand pumps. Initially according to their
Facebook page, they were closed Mondays but plan to open 7 days a week, so check.
www.9gallon.co.uk

Where’s That Pub?
Well done to anyone who found the pub whose
sign depicted a swing bridge over one of North
Cheshire’s waterways - it was
of course the Riverside at Acton Bridge, on the
River Weaver.
This
quarter’s
challenge
has yet
Another
waterway
scene.
Outside
which pub
can this sign,
showing
a horsedrawn
canal barge,
be seen?
Nick T

